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2003 CAA Calendar - Summary

4/14/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

4/28/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

5/10/03 Astronomy Day
5/12/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

5/15/03
11:40 p.m.
Mid-Eclipse

Lunar Eclipse –
Lake Erie Nature &
Science Center

5/27/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

6/9/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

6/30/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

7/12/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA Presentation and Star
Party – Letha House

7/14/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

7/25/03 CAA Star Party –
Letha House

7/26/03
4 p.m.

CAA OTAA Convention –
CAA Observatory at Letha
House

7/28/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

8/11/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

8/13/03 Perseid Meteor Shower
Maximum – Letha House

8/25/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

9/8/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

9/29/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

10/4/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA Presentation and Star
Party – Letha House

10/13/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

10/26/03 Halloween Bonfire –
Plum Creek

10/27/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

11/8/03
8:19 p.m.
Mid-Eclipse

Lunar Eclipse –
Cleveland Museum of
Natural History

11/9/03
dusk

Twilight to Midnight –
Cleveland Metroparks

11/10/03
7:30 p.m.

CAA General Membership
Meeting – RRNC

11/18/03 Leonid Meteor Shower
Maximum – Letha House

11/24/03
7 p.m.

CAA Board Meeting –
Starbucks

12/8/03 CAA Christmas Party
12/14/03 Geminid Meteor Shower

Maximum – Letha House
No Board Meeting in
December

2003 CAA Calendar - Detail

Monday, April 14
CAA General Membership Meet-

ing at 7:30 p.m. in the Cleveland
Metroparks Rocky River Nature Cen-
ter.  CAA member Jim Guilford will
be our speaker this month.  Jim will
present “The CAA Website”.

Monday, April 28
CAA Board Meeting at 7 p.m. at

Starbucks Coffee Co.  Starbucks is
located at 24950 Lorain Road, just
west of Columbia Road in North Olm-
sted.

Saturday, May 10
Astronomy Day at the Lake Erie

Nature and Science Center.  Details to
follow.

Monday, May 12
CAA General Membership Meet-

ing at 7:30 p.m. in the Cleveland
Metroparks Rocky River Nature Cen-
ter.  Program to be announced.

Thursday, May 15
Lunar Eclipse.  Jay Reynolds

from the Lake Erie Nature and
Science Center will be having lunar
eclipse viewing for the general public.
Mid eclipse is at 11:40 p.m.  Any
CAA members that could help out and
bring their scopes to the field across
the street from the Schuele
Planetarium would be greatly
appreciated by Jay Reynolds and the
Lake Erie Nature and Science Center.

Tuesday, May 27
CAA Board Meeting at 7 p.m. at

Starbucks Coffee Co.  Starbucks is
located at 24950 Lorain Road, just
west of Columbia Road in North Olm-
sted.  Please note that this board
meeting is being held on Tuesday,
since Monday is a holiday.

Saturday, July 12
CAA presentation and star party

at 7:30 p.m. at the Letha House Warm
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Up Room and CAA Observatory.
This program is for the Young Natu-
ralists group in Medina, and the topic
for the presentation is “Mars & Sum-
mer Constellations”.  Please bring
your telescopes for the public star
party that will follow the presentation.
We need a speaker for this event.  If
you are interested, please contact Art.

Friday, July 25
CAA Star Party at Letha House.

Saturday, July 26
CAA OTAA Convention at the

CAA Observatory next to the Letha
House Park Barn, 10311 Spencer
Lake Rd., just west of Richmond Rd.,
in Chatham Township.  Registration
starts at 4 p.m.  There will be a pot
luck dinner. We will be there rain or
shine.  More details to follow.

Saturday, October 4
CAA presentation and star party

at 7:30 p.m. at the Letha House Warm
Up Room and CAA Observatory.  The
topic for the presentation is “What’s
Up In The Sky – Meteors and
Aurora”.  Please bring your telescopes
for the public star party that will fol-
low the presentation.  We need a
speaker for this event.  If you are in-
terested, please contact Art.

Sky Events for April 2003

Friday, April 11
The Moon passes 4° north of Jupi-

ter, 4 a.m. EDT.

Wednesday, April 16
Mercury is at greatest eastern

elongation (20°, evening) 11 a.m.
EDT.

Tuesday, April 22
Lyrid meteor shower peaks.

Wednesday, April 23
The moon passes 3° south of

Mars, 3 a.m. EDT.
The moon passes 5° south of Nep-

tune, midnight EDT.

Friday, April 25
The Moon passes 5° south of

Uranus, noon EDT.

Monday, April 28
The Moon passes 3° south of Ve-

nus, 1 p.m. EDT.

Sky Events for May 2003

Monday, May 5
The Moon passes 3° north of Sat-

urn, 5 a.m. EDT.
Eta Aquarid meteor shower

peaks.

Wednesday, May 7
Mercury is in inferior

conjunction, 3 a.m. EDT; transit.

Thursday, May 8
The Moon passes 4° north of Jupi-

ter, 2 p.m. EDT.

Tuesday, May 13
Mars passes 2° south of Neptune,

10 a.m. EDT.

Thursday, May 15
Total lunar eclipse.  Eclipse be-

gins at 10:03 p.m. EDT.  Mid-eclipse
11:40 p.m. EDT.  Eclipse ends 1:18
a.m. EDT.

Wednesday, May 21
The Moon passes 5° south of

Neptune, 8 a.m. EDT.
The Moon passes 3° south of

Mars, 4 p.m. EDT.

Asteroid Metis is at opposition, 6
p.m. EDT.

Thursday, May 22
The Moon passes 5° south of

Uranus, 8 p.m. EDT.

Tuesday, May 27
Mercury passes 2° south of Ve-

nus, 8 p.m. EDT.

Wednesday, May 28
The Moon passes 2° north of

Mercury, 11 p.m. EDT.
The Moon passes 0.1° north of

Venus, midnight EDT.

Saturday, May 31
Annular  solar eclipse.

Club News / Stories

Cuyahoga Astronomical
Association

Financial Report
March 2003
Beginning Petty Cash $80.02

Beginning Bank Balance $3,351.48
Assets (Flashers, T-Shirts) $7.50

INCOME
Coffee Donations $21.90
Dues Membership $75.00

Sales (Handbook, Flashers) $7.50
Bank Interest $1.29

TOTAL INCOME $105.69

EXPENSES
CAA Newsletter $96.41

Refreshments $14.97
TOTAL EXPENSES $111.38

TOTAL
INCOME - EXPENSES

($5.69)

Ending Petty Cash $141.92
Ending Bank Balance $3,291.39

TOTAL ASSETS $3,433.31
Note: $200 of Assets earmarked for
Observatory

Ted Sauppé , Treasurer

CAA Financial Audit
The CAA Audit Committee has

finished auditing the books for last
year.  All CAA Financial records for
the year 2002 were found to be in or-
der.
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Respectfully submitted by the
Audit Committee,

Bob Wiersma & Al Matyas
03/31/03

Welcome New Members
Please join me in welcoming the

following new members to the CAA:
1. Therese Conway
2. Ronny Eriksson
3. Mary M. Hules
4. Roger Mazzarella
5. Arif Sitabkhan
6. Heather Turney

The Observer to enter the
21st Century (or The Option
To Receive The Observer
Via Email)

The club currently spends be-
tween $90 and $100 per month to pub-
lish the newsletter.  This is the cost for
making copies and postage.  In an ef-
fort to try and reduce the cost to pub-
lish the newsletter (and the amount of
hard manual labor that it takes me to
assemble and mail all these newslet-
ters!), the board thought it would be a
good idea to offer The Observer to
CAA members via email.  The Ob-
server is a Microsoft Word 2000
document, so you will need Microsoft
Word 2000 (Microsoft Word 97
should also work), or you will need
the Microsoft Word 97/2000 Viewer,
which is available for free on the Mi-
crosoft Website.  You could then print
your own hard copy of the newsletter
if you wish.

This is strictly voluntary.  If you
prefer receiving a hard copy of The
Observer via U.S. Mail, then you can
continue to do so.  No action is re-
quired on your part.

If you are interested in receiving
The Observer via email, please send
me an email  at
bruise@wideopenwest.com so that I
can add you to the distribution list.
Thanks for your consideration.

Jeff Lewis
Secretary & Newsletter Editor,

The Observer

Looking Up
By Charles H. Grace

DARK ENERGY
Here are short excerpts from thir-

teen articles about this complicated
subject.

10.   “Dark energy entered the as-
tronomical scene in 1998, after two
groups of astronomers made a survey
of exploding stars, or supernovas, in a
number of distant galaxies.  These
researchers found that the supernovas
were dimmer than they should have
been, and that meant they were farther
away than they should have been.
The only way for that to happen, the
astronomers realized, was if the expan-
sion of the universe had sped up at
some time in the past.”

3. “The last thing the two teams
expected to find was that the expan-
sion of the universe is not slowing at
all.  Instead, it is accelerating.”

12.   “… the chance discovery of
the most distant supernova has revived
a discarded theory of Albert Ein-
stein…   Astronomers using the Hub-
ble Space Telescope found the explod-
ing star about 10 billion light-years
from Earth.”

11. Because he originally
thought the universe was static,
Einstein conjectured that even the
emptiest possible space, devoid of
matter and radiation, might still have a
dark energy...”  When Edwin Hubble
discovered the expansion of the
universe, Einstein rejected his own
idea, calling it his greatest blunder.”

“Through recent measurements of
the expansion of the universe, as-
tronomers have discovered that Ein-
stein’s “blunder” was not a blunder;
some form of dark energy does indeed
appear to dominate the total mass-
energy content of the universe, and its
weird repulsive gravity is pulling the
universe apart.”

7.   “Observations of distant su-
pernova have suggested for a few
years that dark energy dominates the
universe,…”

8.   “Using the work’s most pow-
erful telescopes to make radio pictures
of thousands of distant quasars--some
of the brightest objects in the sky--the
scientists calculated that two thirds of

that two thirds of the cosmos is made
up of dark energy.  … astronomers
have calculated that the total mass of
all the visible galaxies only makes up
about one-third of the critical density
needed to satisfy the best current
theory about the early universe.”

2. “For the first time we have a
plausible, complete accounting of mat-
ter and energy in the universe.  Ex-
pressed as a fraction of the critical
density, it goes like this:  Neutrinos,
between 0.3% and 15%; stars, 0.5%;
baryons (total), 5%; matter (total),
40%; smooth dark energy, 60%, add-
ing up to the critical density.”

13. “Baryonic matter is normal
matter containing baryons, i.e. protons
and neutrons.  Dark matter has mass
but is undetectable except by its gravi-
tational effects.  It is thought that a
large proportion of dark matter could
be composed of non-baryons such as
WIMPs, which is an abbreviation for
weakly interacting massive particles.”

14. Critical density, also called
the “mean density of matter,” is “The
factor that determines the dynamic
behavior of the universe, i.e. whether
it is open or closed.”

1. “The universe is made mostly
of dark matter and dark energy, and
we don’t know what either of them
is.”

6.   “To solve it, Berkley Lab
physicists, astronomers, …propose to
launch a satellite named SNAP -- the
SuperNova/Acceleration Probe.”

9.   “The universe that Newton
and Einstein knew was a tame, stable
place. … The seeming stasis of the
night sky had stumped Newton, and
even a theory as powerful as relativity
failed to explain it.  So Einstein added
an arbitrary term to his equations.
Mathematically, it acted like a repul-
sive force spread smoothly throughout
the universe.  Where gravity pulled,
he said, this force pushed back in
equal measure.”

5.   “… dark energy pervades
every nook and cranny…”

4.   “This is how cosmologists
summarize things: a static universe
with no matter (if such a thing were
possible) would have no curvature.
…”
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NASA Visitors’ Center
by Art Nenadal

The NASA Visitors’ Center is re-
stricted until further notice for security
reasons to groups of 20 or more U.S.
citizens with prior reservations.  Indi-
viduals can no longer visit the Center.
For further information, contact the
Visitors’ Center at 216-433-2001.

AstroWuss
by Mike Gallagher

“Go out, look up, find simple,
beautiful, and interesting stuff in the
sky.”

This month let’s find Leo the
Lion. If you can find the big dipper,
you can find Leo. The Lion takes up a
lot of sky, as does the big dipper. The
big dipper is officially Ursa Major, or
the big bear. So we have two big ani-
mals on earth becoming two big con-
stellations in the sky. They travel back
to back around the sky each night. The
daylight hours are getting longer and
the clock has shifted, so the astrowuss
has to stay up later to see the stars.
Head on outside when it gets dark
enough to see the stars and Leo should
be getting overhead and a bit South.
Muster your determination, though.
Most of the stars in Leo aren’t as
bright as some showier constellations,
like Orion. But once your eyes get
used to it, Leo will be your new friend
in the spring sky.

First find the Big Dipper. Look
North and somewhat East, quite high
in the sky. Don’t fall backwards as
you crank your neck up. The ladle of
the Dipper is upside down now and
the handle curves off toward the East.
Did you find the Big Dipper? Now
look South from there to find Leo.
Leo is just about as big as Ursa Major.
Look for a backward question mark
that just about fits inside your
outstretched fist, in other words, the
funky question mark is about 10
degrees high.   Maybe sickle is a
better image than backward question
mark. The arc of the sickle is toward
the north and the handle is toward the
southern end. Regulus, the brightest
star in Leo, is at the tip of the handle.
The sickle or question mark is the

front end of our buddy Leo. How are
you doing with picturing a lion’s big
head, mane, and front feet suggested
by the stars? I think it works pretty
well.

How many stars can you see in
the arc of the sickle? The books list
five. Regulus qualifies as a 1st

magnitude star. However, the rest of
the stars in the sickle aren’t that
bright: one is 2nd magnitude, one is 3rd

magnitude, and three are 4th

magnitude. (The higher the magnitude
number, the dimmer the star looks.) If
you get used to looking at Leo, you
can tell how clear your sky is by
finding what is the dimmest
magnitude of star you can see. Get a
copy of H.A. Ray’s book The Stars: A
New Way to See Them, which has the
star magnitudes shown in a way that is
easy to read.

Now we head over to find the
other end of the lion. Head East about
20 degrees from the sickle. Do you
see a triangle of stars about half as big
as the sickle? This would be Leo’s
posterior. The brightest star in the
triangle is Denebola, tail of the lion.
Compare the brightness of Denebola
with Regulus. Regulus is over twice as
far away as Denebola, 85 light years,
compared with 39 light years. How-
ever, Regulus is much brighter, 1.4,
compared with 2.1. Ben Mayer’s
book, Starwatch, gives the magnitude
and distance of the six brightest stars,
as well as interesting details.

Leo is one of the zodiac constella-
tions, so planets pass through on their
way around the sun. Jupiter is the ex-
tremely bright guy a few fists West of
Leo, but if you keep watching moth
after month, Jupiter will travel through
Leo. Jupiter takes about twelve years
to travel around the sun and there are
twelve constellations in the zodiac, so
you can figure about how long it takes
for Jupiter to move from one constella-
tion to the next. For those with less
patience, the moon makes its circuit of
the zodiac about once a month, so
keep an eye out for the moon passing
through Leo. This year the moon will
pass by Regulus on April 12 (2003).

For the intense astrowuss with
binoculars, how about looking for two
spiral galaxies which are fairly close

together, M65 and M66? Seeing these
guys will be one of my goals this
April. Go back to the right triangle
which is Leo’s backside. The star at
the right angle is Chort, a third magni-
tude star. Once you get Chort in the
binocular view, look a bit South and
East from Chort for these spirals.
They are about 1/3 of a degree apart
from each other. Compare that with
the moon, which looks about ½ degree
wide from here on Earth. We need to
be looking on very clear night, be-
cause Turn Left at Orion (by Consol-
magno and Davis) only gives them a
one telescope rating. That’s like one
star in a movie review. However,
O’Meara in The Messier Objects is
very enthusiastic about what one can
see with 7x35 binoculars. I hope I can
find these spirals, since they will be
the furthest objects I will have ever
seen, at twenty-something million
light years away.

Feedback please – what worked
or didn’t for you? Send to
bobig@care2.com.

Imaging The Radio Uni-
verse
by Art Nenadal

The March 20th lecture in the
Frontiers of Astronomy Series at the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History
was another outstanding presentation,
this time in the field of Radio Astron-
omy.  John Hibbard of the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory pre-
sented the fundamentals of the subject
and its use, past, present and future.

Those of us unfamiliar with the
field would have found this to be a
great overview of the field, while I’m
certain that those familiar with the
field were not disappointed with the
program, especially with the great
questions presented to the speaker in
the Q&A period.

Among the items of interest was
the comparison between optical and
radio astronomy.  Optical astronomy
allows detection of higher temperature
materials giving off relatively high-
energy radiation, such as the atomic
materials making up stars.  Radio as-
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astronomy allows the detection of
low-temperature atomic and molecular
materials, such as the gases and dust
clouds in space.  Since electromag-
netic radiation in the radio wave-
lengths can penetrate deeper into
clouds of dust and gas than that in the
optical wavelengths, we’re able to
detect objects otherwise obscured by
this dust and gas, such as the center of
our galaxy.

One of the speaker’s prime con-
cerns is that radio astronomy not be
confused in the public’s mind with the
Search for Extra-Terrestial Intelli-
gence, popularized by the recent
movie, “Contact”.  He wants to be
sure that the public knows that radio
astronomers do not sit with earphones
on their heads at the Very Large Array
listening to radio noise.  They make
images of sources of radio waves in
the heavens.  This is used with images
taken in other wavelengths of electro-
magnetic radiation to help determine
what’s happening out there.

What a great series of lectures!
The lectures are sponsored by the Mu-
seum, Case-Western Reserve Univer-
sity, and the Cleveland Astronomical
Society.

CAA Loaner Scope Avail-
able For Member Use

The CAA 6” f/8 Equatorial Re-
flector is available for loan.  CAA
member Jim Cofer has this scope.  If
you are interested in using this scope,
please contact Jim.

Swap Corner
For Sale:  "Classic" (non-GPS)

12" LX200 in excellent condition.
Supercharged by Dr. Sherrod at ASO.
Comes with all normally supplied ac-
cessories (2" diagonal, 26mm SP eye-
piece, AC supply, 8X50 finderscope,
manual, original inner and outer ship-
ping boxes, brand new Giant Field
Tripod) plus 1812 12VDC to 18VDC
converter and $200 soft carry case
with an extra set of foam liners.
$2400 picked up near Akron, Ohio or
$2000 if you don't want the tripod.
Please contact John Crilly at 330-334-
6668.

For Sale:  8"- SCT Bausch &
Lomb/Meade telescope w/ accessories
and eyepieces.  Good condition, ask-
ing $1000.00 firm for everything. If
interested, contact Chris Burke at
(440)-843-6512 or email at
c6638@aol.com.

For Sale:  Meade LXD55 6” Apo-
chromatic Refractor as new (4 months
old) with all original accessories and
instructions.  $625.  If interested,
contact Frank Pistora at 440-884-7476
(business) or 440-235-5825 (home).

Upcoming Astronomical Events

Other OTAA Meetings
Saturday, June 28, 2003 at 6 p.m.:

Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society
OTAA convention at Indian Hill Ob-
servatory.

Saturday, August 23, 2003:  Ma-
honing Valley Astronomical Society
OTAA convention.

Saturday, September 27, 2003:
Black River OTAA convention.

Schuele Planetarium Star
Parties

On the 1st and 3rd Saturday of
each month there are Schuele
Planetarium star parties at dusk
following the 7 p.m. Planetarium
shows (weather permitting).  CAA
members are welcome to bring their
scopes to help out at the star parties in
the field across the street from the
Schuele Planetarium.  Any CAA
members that could help out would be
greatly appreciated by Jay Reynolds
and the Lake Erie Nature and Science
Center.

CWRU Nassau Observa-
tory Public Nights 2003

Every summer the observatory, in
cooperation with the Geauga metro-
parks and the Chagrin Valley Astro-
nomical Society, holds several public
nights.  Here is the schedule for this
summer:

Friday, May 9th

Friday, June 20th

Friday, August 15th

Friday, September 19th

Rainout dates are the following
Saturdays.

The public is permitted to view
through the 36” reflector in the obser-
vatory, and the Chagrin Valley club
usually has several Telescopes avail-
able for viewing on site.

Because of limited parking, reser-
vations must be made through the
Geauga metroparks at 440-286-9504.
Call early.  This event fills up very
quickly.

The observatory is on Clay Street
in Chardon.  Additional information
may be obtained by calling the metro-
parks at the above number, or by
checking the CWRU website:
http://astrwww.astr.cwru.edu/Nassau/
nassau.html.

Frontiers of Astronomy
Lecture Series

Thursday, April 24, 2003, at 8
p.m. at the Cleveland Museum of
Natural History in Murch Auditorium.

“The New Cosmology” will be
presented by Dr. John Ruhl, Case
Western Reserve University.

Observations of distant superno-
vae, maps of the distribution of galax-
ies throughout space and precise
measurements of relic photons known
as the Cosmic Microwave Background
are fueling our race toward under-
standing the nature of the early uni-
verse. These new findings have led to
the surprising conclusion that modern
physics can only account for 5 percent
of the "gravitationally important"
mass-energy in the universe. Dr. John
Ruhl of Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity discusses this new cosmologi-
cal picture, particularly measurements
of the Cosmic Microwave Background
made in Antarctica, and how future
efforts may resolve the remaining
cosmological conundrums.

This free lecture series sponsored
by the Department of Astronomy –
Case Western Reserve University, The
Cleveland Museum of Natural
History, and The Cleveland
Astronomical Society offers those
with an interest in astronomy the
chance to learn about some of the
latest research in the field.  No tickets
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or reservations are required.  On clear
evenings, the Museum’s Ralph
Mueller Observatory will be open fol-
lowing the lectures.

For more information, call (216)
231-4600, ext. 253 or 362.

Shafran Planetarium Pro-
grams at the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History
March – April 2003

Destination: Saturn
Monday through Friday, 2:30 pm;

Wednesday, 7:45 and 8:30 pm; Satur-
day, 10:30 am, 12:30, 2 and 4 pm;
Sunday, 12:30, 2 and 4 pm (for ages 5
and older).

Cassini is the last of NASA's
giant planetary science missions, and
the spacecraft is rapidly closing the
billion kilometer gap between tiny
Earth and the gas giant Saturn. Due to
arrive in June 2004, Cassini will spend
four years studying the planet's
atmosphere, magnificent rings and zoo
of exotic moons. In late 2004, a small
probe will be deployed to penetrate
the hazy atmosphere of Titan, Saturn's
largest moon.

The Real Lord of the Rings
Saturday, 11:30 am and 3 pm;

Sunday, 1:15 and 3 pm (for children
and families, suitable for all ages).

Did you know that all of the big-
gest planets in the solar system have
rings? Most are made of rock and
dust, but the best known and brightest
of all are those of Saturn, which are
almost entirely made of ice. Where
did the rings come from? What are
they like? And do they have a future?
Come find out!

The Explorer Series at the
Cleveland Museum of
Natural History

Friday, May 9, 2003, 7:30 p.m.
From Lucy to the Stars: A

Cosmic Odyssey, presented by Dr.
Lawrence Krauss, theoretical physi-
cist.

Dr. Lawrence Krauss is Ambrose
Swasey Professor of Physics, Profes-
sor of Astronomy and chairman of the
Department of Physics at Case West-
ern Reserve University in addition to

addition to being an acclaimed author.
He describes the life history of a
single oxygen atom, from the
beginning of the Universe to the end.
This particular atom is special, as it is
one that Lucy, humanity's famous
ancestor, breathed out, and one that
also is present in a glass of water in
the room during the lecture.

The Explorer Series covers a wide
variety of natural science topics. Tick-
ets for individual lectures are $6 for
members ($5 for seniors, students and
children) and $8 for nonmembers ($7
for seniors, students and children). For
tickets or subscription packages, call
800-317-9155, ext. 279, or (216) 231-
1177. Attendees are encouraged to
"make a night of it" and enjoy food
from the Museum's café and visit our
exhibits and store before the presenta-
tions and stay afterward for book sign-
ings and, weather permitting, observa-
tory viewing. The Explorer Series is
generously sponsored by the Mu-
seum's Women's Committee, Cuya-
hoga County Public Library, WCPN
90.3 FM, WVIZ-TV 25 and Cleveland
Magazine.

Other News / Stories

Frisbees in Space
by Dr. Tony Phillips

When Pete Rossoni was a kid he
loved to throw Frisbees. Most kids do-
it's pure fun. But in Pete's case it was
serious business. He didn't know it,
but he was practicing for his future “ca-
reer” in space exploration.

Grown-up Pete Rossoni is now an
engineer at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center. His main project there
is figuring out how to hurl spacecraft
into orbit Frisbee-style.

The spacecraft are small-about the
size of birthday cakes. “This wouldn't
work with big satellites or heavy space
ships like the shuttle,” notes Rossoni.
But a cake-sized “nanosatellite” is just
right.

Nanosatellites-nanosats for short-
-are an exciting new idea in space ex-

exploration. Ordinary satellites tend to
be heavy and expensive to launch. The
cost alone is a deterrent to space re-
search. Nanosats, on the other hand,
can travel on a budget. For example, a
Delta 4 rocket delivering a communi-
cations satellite to orbit could also
carry a few nanosats piggyback-style
with little extra effort or expense.

“Once  the nanosats reach space,
however, they have to separate from
their ride,” says Rossoni. “And that's
where Frisbee tossing comes in”.

Rossoni has designed a device
that can fling a nanosat off the back of
its host rocket. “It's a lot like throwing
a Frisbee,” he explains. “The basic
mechanics are the same. You need to
impart the spin and release it cleanly-
all in about a tenth of a second.” (The
spinning motion is important because
it allows the science magnetometer to
measure the surrounding field and lets
sunlight to play across all of the nano-
sat's solar panels.)

The ST5 nanosats are designed to
study Earth's magnetosphere-a mag-
netic bubble that surrounds our planet
and protects us from the solar wind.
But their primary goal, notes Rossoni,
is to test the technology of miniature
satellites.

“We haven't done anything like
this before,” says Rossoni. Soon, how-
ever, the concept will be tested. A trio
of nanosats is slated for launch in
2004 on the back of a rocket yet to be
determined. The name of the mission,
which is managed by JPL's New Mil-
lennium Program, is Space Technol-
ogy 5 (ST5).

Can groups of nanosats maintain
formation as they fly through space?
Will their internal systems-
miniaturized versions of full-sized
satellite components-satisfy the de-
mands of both the harsh space envi-
ronment and critical science measure-
ments?  Is Frisbee-tossing as much
fun in orbit as it is on Earth?  ST5 will
provide the answers. Read about ST5
at http://nmp.nasa.gov/st5. Budding
young astronomers can learn more at
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/st5/st5_torti
llas1.htm.

This article was provided by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
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Institute of Technology, under a con-
tract with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.

Telescope’s Completion In
Sight

The following article by David
Lore, from The Columbus Dispatch
dated Sunday, December 15, 2002
was sent in by CAA Member Carl
Kelley.

OSU researchers to test compo-
nents of project initiated 20 years ago.

After two decades, the pieces of
the world’s largest telescope puzzle
are coming together in Columbus and
eastern Arizona.

Major gaps in the astronomical
undertaking were filled last summer
when parts of the telescope superstruc-
ture, built in Milan, Italy, arrived by
freighter in Houston.  From there, the
pieces were gingerly hauled up Snake
Trail Road to the observatory building
atop Mount Graham, near Stafford,
Arizona.

Other crucial components were
hauled by barge up the Mississippi
River and then trucked to a hangar at
Rickenbacker Airport, where they will
be tested by Ohio State University
scientists during the next year.

The tests are vital to the project’s
success, researchers say.

The Large Binocular Telescope –
a joint effort of the University of Ari-
zona, Ohio State and their U.S. and
international partners – has been in the
works since the early 1980s.

When fully operational in 2006,
the 600 ton, $120 million structure
promises to be the world’s most pow-
erful spyglass.  With twin 27.5 foot
mirrors on a single mount, it’s expect-
ing to have twice the light gathering
power of its nearest competitor.

The telescope should afford as-
tronomers unique views of celestial
objects such as black holes and qua-
sars and return the first images of Jupi-
ter-size planets orbiting distant stars.

The heavy parts were manufac-
tured by Ansaldo Camozzi, an Italian
company that usually builds nuclear

nuclear power plants.  Components
shipped this year from Italy included
the 44 ton cells that house the mirrors
and a 22 ton matching lid, or bell jar.

The bell jar and a “dummy” mir-
ror cell will be improved and tested at
Rickenbacker as part of Ohio State’s
contribution to the project.  The pieces
arrived in Columbus in August by
truck.

The wide load, straddling 2 ½
lanes, had to make the final leg in the
middle of the night to avoid stopping
traffic on I-71, said OSU Astronomy
Chairman Patrick Osmer.

Ohio State’s work is crucial to the
telescope’s success because the cell
and bell jar join to form an airtight
container for the mirrors when they
get their final coat of vaporized
aluminum.

In the last analysis, the 600 ton
telescope is just the framework for the
mirrors that would be blind without
this sub micron layer of aluminum,
said Bruce Atwood, a research scien-
tist in OSU’s Imaging Sciences Labo-
ratory.  It is the aluminum coating that
turns these giant slabs of glass into
mirrors that capture and direct light
from distant stars into the machine’s
brain for imaging and analysis.

In the coating process, the mirror
is placed inside the cell, which is then
sealed by the bell jar lid.  After all the
air is purged, a pound of aluminum is
boiled.  The resulting cloud of evapo-
rated aluminum condenses on the
glass, depositing perhaps an ounce of
the metal across the mirror face.

At Rickenbacker, Atwood’s team
will test a cryogenic pump for remov-
ing the last few molecules of air from
the sealed cell.  Tests will also be run
to make sure the aluminum is evenly
distributed.

The tests here will involve a
dummy cell holding a hundred or so
pieces of glass rather than an actual
mirror.  The first mirror won’t actually
be coated until after it’s installed in
the telescope atop Mount Graham in
mid-2004.

Ohio State’s imaging lab also is
building the telescope’s twin spectro-
graphs, the instruments that receive
the focused light from the main and

main and secondary mirrors and sort it
by spectra, or color bands.

The second mirror will be in-
stalled by early 2005, with the tele-
scope becoming fully operational a
year later, Osmer said.

Ohio State hopes to recoup sev-
eral million of its $15 million invest-
ment from the National Science Foun-
dation.

The Large Binocular Telescope
should be the leader of the pack until
the so-called “extremely large tele-
scopes” of a different design are built
between 2020 and 2030, Osmer said.
Those telescopes would gather light
using an array of many mirrors rather
than a single or twin mount.

“We’re going to be doing some of
the exciting science leading into this
next generation of telescopes,” Osmer
said.

Environmental and American In-
dian critics of the project fought a los-
ing battle in court to block construc-
tion.  They claim that the telescope
will never work because of cloud
cover and humidity at Mount Graham.

German astronomers earlier this
year reduced their participation in a
radio telescope on Mount Graham
because of poor atmospheric condi-
tions.  The Max Planck Institute, how-
ever, remains a partner in the optical
telescope under construction.

“If conditions are so bad that you
can’t do radio astronomy there, how
good can they be for optical astron-
omy?” said Michael Nixon, an attor-
ney for the groups opposing the pro-
ject.

“My view is that this is never go-
ing to be anything but a cross-eyed
white elephant, and one of the most
expensive in U.S. history.”

Note From The Desk of The
Editor

I am always looking for articles
for The Observer.  If there are any
aspiring authors out there who want to
contribute an article, share a story or
observation, etc. please do so, and I
will include it in the next issue.  Also,
if you have any items for sale, or if
you are looking for any items, send
these in and I will include them in the
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Swap Corner.  Remember, this is your
newsletter, and participation from the
general membership can only make
the newsletter better.  Thanks to all
who have taken the time to send in
articles.  Please send articles, items for
sale, items wanted, suggestions,
and/or  comments to:

Jeff Lewis
5623 Allendale Drive
North Olmsted, OH 44070-4622
Or you can send them via e-mail

to bruise@wideopenwest.com.
Thanks and Clear Skies!


